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The research discussed in this report,dOntinues an .effort

'identify subskills of word identification which correlate highly with

r'eading vomprehension and to develop emPirically based instruments

to assess these sUbskills.

A prototype of the Phonics Test was developed in winter 1977

and a revised version %Vas administered in.spring 1978: Analyses of

the test data revealed several problems inherent in the instrument.

As a result, the criteria which had guided test construction were

.evaluated, and new criteria were established for.developing the

k
present test. In addition,* a survey Of the phonics components of

nine popularly used diagnostic and achievement tests. was "Lnducted in

.an effort to identify any existing phonics instrument that would

meet the established criteria. The survey revealed there is no

instrument currently available that takes into consideration all of

the.criteria 6ssential to, phonics assessment. Therefore, a new test

was designed to meet these'criteria.

.The neW-Ph6niCsaTelt-'assesses 45 different spmlling-to-scund

corrpspondences in 141 items. The test is'comprised of t.148 subtests:

A Consonants Subtest which assessIs 25 correspondences (single-letter

consonants, co tsonant clusters, and consonant digraphs);' and a Vowels

Subtest which assesses 20 correspondences (long vowels, short vowels,

and vowel cLusters).

The Consonants Abtest wag administered in winter 1979 to 187 .

.third, fourth, and fifth. grade students. A randgmly selected SUbsample



c

S.

a

of 59 students ai.so.participated in an oral readV.ng task, to establish

concurrent validity for the new test.: Results of this study indicated
.

7.. ,
.

that by third grade, children-have, mastitiediiiiitof-Thii fiZquently

. z eccurring letter-sound corresiandences in our language. When children

*.

did make errors, they usually made them on either conSonant aigraphs.

or on the three single-letter consonants which have othi common

*sound tc, 2., and s).

The Vowels Subtest As administered in sp4ng 1979.to 190 third,

fourth, arld fifth grade students. A randomly selected subsample of
-

42 students also particip d in an oral reading task. The results

of the .study'indicated that, overail; performance was highest on

vowel clusters, next highest ori long vowels, and:loweSt on short

.vowels. The most interesting result of the study, however, was when

chi/Oren did pike errors, they appeared to haveebeen strategic in their )I.
. 14 9

responses. .Most children who chose an incorrect,response choice tended
4111

to select the response choice,that had the long vowel counterpart to

the short vowel in the target correspondence (or vice versa). In the

case of vowel clusters, students Eended to select the re4ponse choice

that had the sound of one of the two letters of tAe target duster.

The item analyses from the winter.and spring 1979 Phonics Test A

raised some interesting speculations about the nature of phonics

. processing, Plans are being me'. to further-revise'the Phonics'Test

and to administer the new instru -Int in winter 1979-80. To make the
r

revised instrument more global, a greater number,of letter-souna

correspondenceq will be assessed. Also, because perform4nce on th7..,

1
Consonantv Subtnt and the Vowels Subtest was extremely high, younger

xii
4. \



studets Jsecond and third graders) will pdrticipate in.the winter,

1979-80 test administration.

o

a

4

0

The finak version of the Phonics Test will be inco;porated into

a total Word Identification Test battery. We expect thaCthe infor-

mation gained throughethe administration of this bdttery will prc-:Ae.

educators with insights about the relationships of the .vaiious compo-

nents df wore, identification to comprehension.. This kfiowl7edge will
*

have it6 ultimate benefit in the clataroom4Ar Providing tekhers'

with a valid and reliable instrument for assessing reading skins and

for planning reading instruction..

N:.
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The focus of the research conducted 'over the last 3 years by the.

_s

Oft

Cl

Project on Identification and gssessmént of'ComponTs of Reading
a. ;

4

Comprehension has been to (1) explore the relationships among word
%

k 1

identification skills and comprehension abilities, (2) determilp to

what degree and in what wayS the mastery of skills relates to read4.1g.:

comprehension, and (3) identify those skills which appe-r to relate,

most closely to the comprellension of'wra,ten language.,

_

Recause.mAch of the curreneinforMatj.on concerning word identi-

fication and comprehension is based on speculation only, an empirical

.-examipation of theSe issues is clearly needed. A primary goal Cethe

. . .

Project, therefore, has.been.to investigate the possible relationships
.. v

'among word identification skills and re....4g comprehension, and to

ascertain how these skills Might be assessed most efficiently.

: -

Beginning in winter 19,77, a, tdst battery was developed to assess

skills in the.three-b.o4d areas of'word identification: .phonice,

% structure, arid'context. During,sprilg 1978, the Project-developed

Word'IdentificatkOn Test battery, and thekreading subtest 4,the

Metropolitan Achieirement Tests .(Durost, Bixler, Wrightstone, Prescott,
c

V .-.
& Balow, 1970), were administered to over 1,400 public elementary

school children in grades two, four, and six from five kegions of

the country (Johnson, Pittelman, Sctiwenker, Shriberg, Morgan-Janty, %

,

,1978). The Phonics component consisted of two subtests: a 20-item
. -

A
,

4 Consonans SUbtest and a 207item Vowels SuLtest. For ea414.tem, a

target synthetic.word appeared.in a box and"had one, two, or three

letters underlined. The children's task was'to circle the dft.mct

.

-

O,
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res nse (out of three real-word choices) "whose Underlined part

sou:108W) just like the underlined part of the word in'theobox."
)1.

Zubs,:quent 'data.analyses,retrealed pooritem-sUbtest reliability
-

for items where (.1) single4=let er Sonsonants and Consonant digraph%
.

were tested in the medal position in words4 (2) medial vowels were

tested in wosrds ending with liquids (r or 1); (3) .similar vowel-
..

sounds in words could be=perceived as the same vowel sound by, users

=.

of diffettbo dial and (4,1) the underlin4d-part.of a target syzyi

.thetic wor:d had a di-fferent word position (i.re., initial, medial, or:
0 Cr :

final) .frop the underlined part of one qlz:more response choices. The
,r

spring 19.7B Phonics Test also fell short on validity measurei,

especially because it did not control for the'visual matching of

letters as a basis ;or selecting a response choiCe. Plans were made,

therefore, to redeVelop the Phonics Test and to administer the revised

test to new populations of elementary school q:ildren.

Several issues have to be considered in the development of a
\

phonig instrument., First,.the scope of-the test has to be addressed;

that is, a decision fias to be made as to which of the hundreds of

k

*IP

spelling-to-sound correspondences in our language should be selected s-

for assessment. Next the format of the test has to be considered.

It is important that the test mirror the reading process as closely

as possible, requiring children to use a decoding (from letter to
ae.

sound), rathesr than an encoding (from soundo'spelling) process.

WhileArtl individUally administered produetive task would best reflect

the reading process, coKideration must gIvin,.--to efficiency of

assessment. Finally, the modes in which the arget spelling-to-sound

-

I 13

;:r
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correspondences and the response choices ar e? preiented must be deter-

mined.

4

In a phonics assessment instrument, there are several ways to

present the target letter-sound correspondences in a decoding '(rither

. '14

, "than an encoding) format. The target stimulus could be the letter(s)

in isolation, or the target stimulus could.be presented within a

real word or a synthetic worcL Similarly, there are several consider-

ations involved in developing the response cDoices. One concern would

be the number of response choices; too few would reduce the reliability

of the test..and too many would make the test unwieldy. A second

41.

consideration is the mode in which the response choices appea4:. isolated

letter(s), words, or ixictures. If the response choice is-a word or

picture,.attention must.be givero the position of the targeted

' sound within the word or picture naMe (beginning, medial, or final),

and to the number of syllables (one ok more) that, make up that wod.

A survey of the phCAnics_components of popularly used tests was

c.)nducted 'in light of the above issues. The-following diagnostic and

achievement tests were examined:, the California Achievement Tests

(McGraw-Hill, 1977), the Botel, Reading Inventory (Betel, 1961), the

Prescriptive-Reading,Inrntory (McGiur-Hill, .1972, 197e), the Skills

Monitoring System for Reading and Word Identification (HarcourCBrace

Jovanovich, Inc., 1975), the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill

Development (Otto, Ailes, Kamm, & Stewart, 1972), the Phonics Knowledge

-
Survey (Durkin & Meshover, 1964), the California Phonics Survey

.r
(Brown & Cottrell, 1963), the Stanford Achievement Test (Madden,

Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen, & Merwin, 1970-1974), and the Silent Reading

: '

.1

0
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\

Diagnostic Tests Bond, Balow, & Hoyt, 197
a

Many of the tests syrveyed assess only altmall number of the..-

many corresp9ndences in* ourlanguage.
N

Tte California AchieVem9it-1
, .

Tests, for example, consist of only 25 ftem; 10,items assess tPe
. :

. i
.

,.

entire Cons9nants category (single-letter consonants, consonailt' .
c

.

*

digr aphs, and consonant dlugters), 13 iteNs'assesi single-lener

vowels (all either long or short), and 2 items adsess vowel clusters

"or diphthongs. The Prescriptive Reading Inventory and the Phonics.
#

Knowledgeurvey, both diaghostic.tests, also pave relatively few
7- _ .

items which form the basis for global jdgi&nt s regarding chipalen's.
tic 1. .

overall competence Wii.th phonics.

'In addition to the number of correspondences asdessed, attention

,..-

must be focused on how often,thos11orrevondences occur'
-.,

'4 t
Aour language.-t

i According to the frequency data for the spelling-td-sound'corespon-.
4

_ P

dences ip the 20,000 moSr common English words (Venezky, Note 1) many
4

of the tests we reoiewed ass ed correspondenLes that have low fre-
4

quencies of occurrence. Th California Achievement Tests, the Pre-

scriptive Reading Inventoryc and ttle *isconsin Design all include a

sizeable number of items that assess covespondences which appear

relativaly infrequently in our language. 'Moreover, a large nuMber

1 of carrespondences are not assessed in the position(s) in which they'

most typically occur in English words. The Wisconsin Design, for
a

1 eample, asAsesses the single letter v in final word position. Data
. ft.

from the Venezky tabulations indicate that v appears only twice in

-7fi.nal position in the 20,000 most common English.words. One has,to,

consider, therefore, whether it is-educationally prudent to asskss v
4

. 1
at,
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as fv/ in final position.

5

ILLClearl , Vle most accurate procedu.e by which to assess phonics
:. .

. skills is by meansof a productive task. The ideal phonics test

would require that the child read aloud,.while the examiner records

all pronuniation erroFs made on'tinfamiliarmords. The Phonics Know-
,

ledge Survey ;is an example of a propctive test, altriougn.it uses

letters initead

sonants and the

q

of words.' ChAldren view sdkrately each of 14 con-

t., 1 % 1
..

5 single-let,ter vowels; they are then asked to pro-'
%

..

aounce the correspohding sou4ds foF the consonant letters, and the a .
,.

5 long and 5 short corresponding sounds foy the vower letters.

1

This.producfive method of assessment is not efficient, howeverb4cause
-41#

. . . 4
-

of the time needei for testing each child individually. In addition

'to the probems 'involved with the propedUxt the Validity of assessing
, - - o .
. .

1etter-sound'correspondene0 in isolation, rather than.within the

r.

context of words, is also questionable.

The Botel Reading Inventory, also z productive test, utilizes

a written format which can be administered to a larg,group or clasd.

unfortunat however, some of the tasks on the Botel,may not be -1/4*4. *

appropriate for all the, children for whom it!is intended. Level B,

S.
.

for example, requires children to write d two-letter diphthong that
,

has the same sound as a given single-letter vowel--a rather sophisti- ,

)

Cated task for primary7level pupils. Moreover, the Botel involves

f
encoding as well as decoding processes.

Another issue central to the copstruction of an effective phon4cs
.

ent is the mode of presentation of the letter-sound corespon-

;41.-

dences being assessed. The lettersifor a correspondence can be

403
a.

. .

C:3
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presentiM in isolation, in real'target words, or in synthetic target

woids: The value of asses*sing the sounds of lettersin isolation,

howevez, is questionable, bpcause the sounds,of many letters, especially

vowels, are determined. by their orthograpAic ffillkonments.
'St
.0114 altIrnative to assessing letters in isolation is to present

the targetletters within a'real word. But the problem inherent in
!.

t-
using real words'is'that children mot recognize the 4ords.as sight

words, and therefore might not need tor utilike.a decoding strategy.

. .

Monitoring-tSystem-for.Reading_and.WordIdentification .for
...

.
. .

example, assesses the letter-sound correspondence for ch as it appears
1

. .-

in ihe real 'word each. The four response choices are dish, ChristmaS,.
.-""...'....0

4. s.. .o

anchor, and chair. Because all four.resporuie choices i lude a6curate

pronunciatiolis for ch, children must rely on

pronunciarrons.of the target word and response choices to arrive at

ior knowledge of the ".

the correct answer. This implies that children\must recognize these
,

words as sight wordsp and.the proces,s iS then one of'auditory matching

rather than of decoding.

A second alternative is to present the targetIletteri for a
'44114

correspondence within a synthetic word. Tiis format allows letter.,

sound correspondencet to be.presented within appropriSte orthographic
*

environments, and requireS that children use phonics (decoding) skills,

rather than a sight word apptoach, to arrie at correct answers: One
.

r .v.

concern with the use of synthetic.target wokds, howepr, is enkuring'
4

that the synthetic words conform to phonological principles of ithe

English .language. In the tests surveyed, the synthetiewords were not

arway6 Inologically accurate. For Oxample,,in the Phons Kilowledge
4

.-
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7

Survey, childreft are ar.iked to pronduncb(the sound made by the
t

a in the
p7

'synthetic target word, aef. The correct answer is given as long a,

because children are expected to apply.the "rule .that"When two vbwels

are together, the first vowel says its name and the second vowel is

silent. According to Venezky (1970), however ae in initial position,

is never. pronounced:as long a.

Vien creating a phonics test, it is also iikoitant that.pareful

.attention be given to the development of the response choices; 'One

;

area ef concern is the number of response phoic.es because this can -
f

. .,"1

. . affect the reliability-of thb test. Aany of the tests surveyed nadc-

e true-false, same-different,.or yes-no fc&Mats,,whichgreatly increase .

- .

4itt

the likelihood of guessing correct answers. Most of the tesis, however,
a

had a multiple choice format; with the number of response choices'

varying from three to five.

A secOnd consideration affecting the development of response

thoices is the' number of syllables in words. Many of the_tests were

not consistent in controlling for the number of syllables in the

\gespops4-choices within.an item. The Wisconsin Design, the Skills

t.

li

Monitor'bg System,for Reading and Word Identification, and the Stanford

4 . 4
Achieve ent Test, for example, all include respon e choices with

.

.
; . .

vai*Ing numbers of sylTables. ,In this egard, educators have expresbed
,. .

. .
,

concerp that decoding a mpltisyllable word may recArire different
.

. .. .. . c.. .
underlying skills than decoding a one-syllable,mord, and that including

botft kinds of words within a given test item may -cotifuse ybung.chilleen.
/

The California Phonics Survey contai.ns many items with,' mUltisyllable

and o-syllable words, sba because this-test was developed for

f'S
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secondary and college.level pupils, this issue is of lesser.concekp

here.

i A third issue-has to do

-0. the correspondence within

I.

with the pos.ition of the tSrget leters

a word (initial, medial, or-fihal).'

Aqcording to VeneOcy (Note 1), the position(s).of greatest occurrence,

Varies"for different letters: it igeems logical6therefore, .#) assess'
4k

a letter-sound corresponfence in the word positionwhere'it gloat
.\

k

fr4lquently ocqurs. Th0psit4on, pf the.target letters within a target .

.

ward should Also match the position et the foil,correspondences within
. _

each oc.the response choices. The.Stanford,AchievementTest, the
. ,

..

J
. .

Skills Monitoring System for R47eading and Word Identification,
-,

and the

43
..

Prescriptive Readin Inventory,'include items...that contain shifts in
, D .

the wora position of target correspondences. The Prescriptive Reading
t

Inventory, for +example, has an item ih hich shott at is presented in

medial position of the CVC word, cat. One of the response choices is

the cy wOre, day, whiéh has its vowel sound in final'position. Askiag

young children'to perfc4m thesemcird position shifts may 'require a:

differerf psychological rocess thin the one used when target corres-

..,

pondences are a.11 in the pane paition with.kn words.
N. L' .

,'

,
. .

A fourth'issue. related to the development 4 response choices is
1:, . .

,--

tht mpde in which these reiponse choices appear. All but two of the-
. . ,

"tests eviewed (the Phonics Knowledge Survey arid the Botel Reading

Pnventory are productive tes.es)..nclude response choices in the form

of isolated.silfle letters or etter clusters, real words, or pictures. -

a.

The validity of utilizing single7letter or letter cluster response-

choices (as iskthe Prescriptive Reading ventory and the Silent .
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Reading Diagnostic Tests) is questionable. In a review of i.he Silent

t 'keading Diagnostic'Tests, for example, Kress .(1972) iefers tO the

response choices as "artificial giaphic representations," and is

dubious about whether they truly measure the phonics abilities being;

assessed: . . in Test 6, .for the bedinning sound in natural, the
4

child is to select En, from Ea, un, tn, nt; in Test 7, for the ending
A

4

sound in decay, he is to select suet from khak, jcayn, cove, civet: in

Test 8, for the vowel sound at the beginning of the word win, he ise
/2

to select i from X, 1, v, a."
=PM =.

most.of the tests, the 'Most common form of response choice is

tl* real word (the Prescriptive Reading Inventory, *the Skills.Monitoring -

;

System for ,Reading and Word Identification, the California Phonics

Survey, the California Achievement Tests4 and the Stanford Achievement
I.

Test). One of the pr.Dblems with using real.wora i:esponse Fhoices is

the likelihood oftesting visual matching, rather than decoding: In

t

the Stanford Achievement Test, for example, children are presented with

the target letter t:in the real word ten. The three.response choices

are gate, nine, and been. Childre9 can easily select 'the correct
. 4

.

answer by visua.lp matching the t in ten with 'the t in gate._ , ......

40 ,

Ilk Of all the tests insPected, the nsconsin
A
Design was most consis-

-

,

tent in using response choices in picture form. The use of pictures

as response choices eliminates the problems associated with real or

synthetic words--that is, the visual matching of real words, the

recognition.of'real words as sight words, and the concern that synthetic

words may not conform to phonological properties of the English language.

In the Wisconsin Design, the examiner pronounces.the picture names of

°I

-4t)
a

6
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the target word and of all the response choice's. The focus of this

test, therefore, is'on the auditory matching of sounds, rather th'an
4

on the aecoding of letter-sound correspondences.

It is pparent from.the review of existing tests, that a phonics

instrument which considers all tile issues discussed above is not

cugr4tly'4vailab1e. As a result, the Project on Identification and,
%4

Assbstment of Components of Reading Comprehension decided to Fevise

.the pring 1'.r,"! .71,nnics_Tlest. This thst was redeveloped to use a A

1

n v n,vo ,-., . . ,--. ..a.c,:-.._-,, .n.a. m n ._. - . .._ - _ ,_.,._,..,

deco ing format andJ-to include items foia large number of frequently
...--

P

AM.

occur/ring spelling-to-tsound correspondences. The new test presents

target correspondences in synthetic words that are phonologically

accurate'and four response oices in picture form. A format:consistihg

d pictorial responSe choices will ensure
k

ttlat the test assesses true-phoqos gkills,,rather than the visual

matching of letterb and the auditory matching of sounds.

.

of synthetic target words

The revised Phonics Test asse4ses 45 diff4ene spelling-to-sound

correspondences with litotal of 141 items: The Phonics Test is corn-
..

'prised of two subtests: aConsonants'Subtest, whiclels composed of

51 si.nglelletter consonant items, l5 consonant cluster items, and,15

consonant digraph items; and a.Vowels Subtest,

15 long vowel items, 15 short vowel items, api

which is
4

30 vowel.

composed of

cluster it s.

Each spelling-to-sound correspohdence:is tested with three or four

4^ t

items. Selection.of target items was based on frequdncy data from the

Venezky (late 1) collection of.spellihgto-spund correspondences of

the 20,000' Most eommol English /prds. Response choices are based on

speech production data.and perc ptual information from-the Houma (l4971),.
..

C91,

a

a
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Miller and Nicely (1955)and Peterson and Barney, (12A) confusion

matrix studies.

With a continuing emphasis on the importapce of phonics instruc-
. =r

tism in.elementary school reading programs4 educatori are clearly in

need of an effective instrUAlt for assessing phonics. The, goal of,

thd l'Oject, then, is to develop a phonics test whith will ultimately'
-1

be incorporated into a total word identSficatilon test battery, and

which will be a valid and reliable instrument for both reRearchers and

practitioners in the.field of education.
,

10( .

-DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSONANTS' SUBTEST

The çonsonantd Subtest assesses 25. different spelling-to-sound
. .

ii. 1.- ,

corres ndenc . Sounds selected for testing were single-letter

consonants, consonant clusters, and consonant digraphs.

Method

Subjects

, c.

A total of 187 third, fourth, and fift1igrade-i7upils frpm the

Oregon, Wisconsin Public Schdoltlistrict partic ated in'the studies
s'

p.

, (see Table 1). Third grade pupils were, from Oregon Elementary School;
. '1 `k.V

fourth and fifth grade pupils formed a mixed-clais unit in Ciegon-

Middle School. bregon is a mi western rural community with a socio-

;
economic level:ranging from lower middle to upper middle:Class.

Stimuli

The Consonants gubtest assessbd 25 different spelling-to-sound
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Table t.

Consonants Subtest:

Subject Population by School andGrade-,

(N = 187)

4

74:41,141i-rfte...-:1.,. Y:441

Sdhools and
cIussrobms

Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade Y

Cpnso- Oral Conso- , Oral Canso-. Oral
nants reading' nants reading nants. reading
Subtest tasks lbtest taski. --silbteit -tasks

Oregon Elementary School

Glassroom A 21 8

Classroom B 26 9e

Classroom.0 23 8 .

Classroom D 19 7

Oregon Middle School

Classroom A
Classroom B
Classroom C

. Classroom D
ClasAom E

Totals . 89 (32)

a

9

14

11

15

12

61

3

5

4

4

4

(20)

7

6

9
:
8

7

37

. .

3

1

1

1

1

(7):

\

8

,
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correspondences in 81 items. Each item consisted of a synthetic word

,
13 1

with the target letter(S) underlined and four response choices in

pictureform. Pupils were instructed to-read the synthetic word to

themselves dnd decide the sound of-the underlined letter(s). Next

they were'told to circle the picture in that row which had 4,name

1=agginning r ending) with the soand of the underlined letter(s).

Figure 1 is a copy of the directions and practice items from the.

Consonants Subtest.

I.

Target consonant sounds were selected according to their frequen-

cies of occurrence in the Venezkv (Note 1) corpus of the 20,000 most

1 '

common English words., ,Only those spelling-to-sound correspondences

with total frequencies of 150 or more are included in the Consonarits

Subtest. These correspondences appdar.in one-syllabld, target synthetic

words that conform to phonological propertiei of.the English language.

The response choices for each item are four pictures whose names

are well known to elementary school-age children. 4pr each target item,

,1 the four rekponse choice categories are: (1, a Correct respOnse choice,

(2) an Acoustically Close response choice,,(3) a Visually Close response

'choice, and (4) a Neither Acoustically Close Nor Visualli, ClOse

("Neither") response Choice. (For 12 of the single-letter consonant

items, this fourth esponse choice Category was changed to include the

second most common qound correspondence for:those consonants.)

4

Selection of Tarset Sounds

Single-letter consonants. According to the Venezky (Note 1)

tabulations all 42 single-letter consontint correspondences 'have '

24. .

4.%
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PHOWCS: Colsonants
Initial lloition

.

4

t$.
.

0 ' . .

In each'row, lodk at the made-up word.. Nótive that tile're is-a letter
..' _.

or letterS;.underlined at,,tho beginning of .that wprd. Read the word

to yourself and decid how.the:upderlined:letter or 41eIters'sound.

-.-Then find the picture in,the row Whose name be rhi with the same,
I .,-. 4

sound as. the underlined letter or letters. Draw a circle around that.
, . ..

. ypicture.

f4pee,

a

Si

a.

groan

N41

-

1

c . a

;

chi

at

.

Fiquro 1. The directions and practice.items-from the first page'of the .

4

Consonants\Subtest.

ows

a

I.

tia 8

So a

10
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ftequencies of 150 or.more' in th0,20,000, Most common Emilisivwords.
,

These.single-letter consonant correspOndencgs weredivided 'into three
-

.4

frequency groups and five wereTandomiy chosen from each group.. The .

4

15 sinqie-letter coitsonant ^cirre4ondetices are listed in.Table 2. ,

..

Consonant clusters. Sixteen two-letter consonant.clustaks-were

identified as -ha'iring frequencies of ovek 150. The following. five

-*I _ consonant clusters were randomly selectedfOr inclusion in the Phonics

Test.: st,_tr,'22., br, anifcl. .-
%

. 0 1 . r

,\
Consonant digraphs. Of the,seven.two-letter.consonant digraph,

,

Venesky_.(Noteap listed five with frequencies greater, than 150. All
. .

. ,

five were selected fut 1.ision in the Phonics Test: she"Ev'th

(voiceless) ch and
7 .

Single-letter consonants, 6onsonallt clusters, and consonant di4raphs0
. ,

were testea -in tbe'iniIial or final positions of words, according-'4to0

their frequencies of occutrence in .those fpositions as reported ill the

Wnezky 5.abulatibns. Some spelling-to-sound borrepondences were
( .

.,
tested in initial position only, some in final position'only, -and"some

. ,

in both initial and finil gositionq.. Consonants, consonant clUsters,

and consonant dilgtafih's were not tested in medial position bepause (1)
.

, -.. ..,
. .

..
. Aa medial consonant sound,would-have to le assessed in words that exceed'.

' one syllable, (2) a medial censonantsound might be "masked" by initial

4
and final consonant:sounds, and (3) consonant clusteis'ciften.lose that,

-

integrity as a cluster'ithe medial position in,words,(e.g when the

word, master, is syllabicated into ma'S and ter, the cluSter st becomes

finals.and initial t).

).
de.

'
0266,

k6f

41
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-Table 2

- Five Single-letter Ccinson,Ant Correspondences Chosen.

from Three Frequency Groups

Frequency group . ' Target sounds -selected

2000 - 5000 occenrences

700 - 2000 occtrrences
_

below 700 occurrences

t, d, c as /k/, s as /s/

. v,-9. as /g/, c as /s/
\s as /z/.., as /j/, w, k, j.

#

2

.
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Selection of Response Choices

Each of the Al items in thb Consonants Subtest has 4 response

choices in picture form: a Correct response choice, an Acoustically

Close response choice, a Visually Close response choice, and a Neither
000.

c

AcousticallysClose Nor Visually CloSe (Neither) response choicq. .

Correct response choice This response choice is a picture

whose name contains an initial or final consonant sound that is the

same as the sound corresponding to the underlined letter(s) in the

target synthetic word. .

"La

c`

Acoustically Close response choice. This response choice is a_

picture whose name contains an initial or final consonant sound that

is atoustically close to the sound-corresponding to the underlinesa

letter(s) in the target syntheti.c wqrd. Whenever possible, data from

-
the Miller and Nicely (1955) confasion matrices were used in selecting

..

the acoustically close sound. (The Miller and Nicely study proaefed
(-

perceptual.confusions for 16 consonant singletons under the manipulated

variables of signal to noise ratio,. de6ibel leve-and frecitiency

response in cycles per second.) For example, one of the test items for

the for b as /b/ in initial positior

15resents the target synthetic word bund. The Mifler and Nicely study

indicated that the sound /p/ is most often confused with the squnds

of 41v/ or /f/. The Acoustically Close response choice_for this item,

then, is vest, a picture whoSe name Jaegins with the sound /v/.

(Another Acoustically Close response choice filight have be-enifoot, be-

se foot begins wit,h /f/.):

The Miller and Nicely study did not provide.confusiop information

L- v..

,Vra=las.,-v,54-
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a

for s#10Me srngle-letter consonants, any consonailt cliasters, or some

con.sonant digraphs. Therefore speech production data SMa'ssaro, 1975;

Shriberg, Note 2) were also used to constract Acoustically Close.

response choices. (There is evidence to4auggest that s ulids.pFoduced

'in pnoximal pokitions within the oral cavity are illor6Nl ely to be

gonffused than sounds produced in more distal positions. .An

:
Aqpiusticably Close response choice cOuld therefore be determined

from this iriformatien_.)
.

';.. .
(

Forvexample, for the 'target consonant, cluster st%we decided to
-. _ _

,etain the fricative /s/, and to changq the /t/ to .tpqther Voideless

stop (hence: /sp/'or /skn. The target s thetic word zoost appears

in a test item for st !inal posit'ion. The Correct response choice

is
,

a picture of a nest, because neat.ends with the sound /st/, the

same sound as the /st/ zoost. The Ztcoustically Close response

qhoice is a picture of desk, because desk has the soucd of /sk/ in

final position. (Another Ac useically Close response choice might have.

been a picture of a wapp, because wasp ends in /sp/, the other

Acoustically Close response choice-p,pssibility .for. /st/.)

Visually Close resonse choice. This response chosice is a picture

whose name contains an initial or final letter that is visually close

to the underlined letter(s).in,the target synthetic wird. Data from

Bouma's (1971) confusion matrix s'tudy f lower caseletters were used

to create the Vigtally Close response choices. (Thayouma study re-
_

ported confusions made for each ok the 26 lower case letters whefl

presented on a screen in IBM Courier 10 typefac;)7 degrees from

.5

.

ti

I

I

.
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the point of ration at a distance of 50 cenz....meters.) To Allustrate

' how the matrix information was used, consider the target letter t:
/ .

.
.

Am
-10ouma's confusion matrix indicat6s that lower case t is most frequently

. -.-. . .
:

I.

e

cOnfused with lower case. i. In an iteWthat tests the so und of t in
-°

initial position, therefore, a Visuall).r Close response choice could

a

be a pi.lture of a cube of ice, becausliqc begins with i.
1

The Bouma confusion matrix was not applicable for two-letter;

alulters and digkapbs. Instead, a picture was u-ted-1.4h-ot6 naMb--corl

tained one of title two'consonants of the.cluk.er or digraph. .In the

item where st is tested in,final p6sition within the target synthetic

word

1.

- the Visually cle response choice is a picture of a bus,

because b s,tends in one of the letter(s) of the two-letter clutter
.

-,st. (Another Visually Close response choice 'could have been a picture

of a goat, because 22a.t, ends in t, the other of the two letters of the

clustet.r

Neither Acousticalky Close NorNisually.ClOse (Neither) response

choice. T his response choice is a picture whose name has neither a

4

-sound that is acoustically close nor letters that are visually close

to the'underlinqd letter(s) in the target synthetic word. For example,

in the item testing final st in the target synthetic word zoost, the'

NeitVr'response category .is a picture of a worm,' The final conso-

nant cluster-rM is-neither acoustically close nor visually close to /

. the st in.zoost. The response categories were created to see whether
.

i

,.
children unable to de&odi a target correspondence would apply.an

# a ft

. auditory-strategy. (select the Acoustically Close response choice), a

, t
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stratqy (select the Visually Close response choice), or if they

woad merely guess. A disproportionae number of incorrect responses
'

in the Neither response choice c4tegory might indicate a tendency

.totiard guesSing.

Three single-letter consoxlants c, s, and g) each have two common

sound correspondences.. In. the. ktes assedsIng these correspOndences,

the neither response ,Otegt.,r, was hot Ilwa s used. The six.spelling-,-

ta".
to-sound coriespondences for these-three consonants, and the positions

in which they were assesspd, are:

%c as /k/ jt(initial) /

c as /s/ (jnitial; final with silent e)

-
el

s as /s/ tEhitial: final)

s a? /z/ (fiAp

a as 1/4/ (inicial; final) .

a as /j/ (final with silent e),

ior each of the six correspOndences above, four items (instead of three)
'

were created. Of the four itemer;vtwo had the response categories of

)k
Correct, Acodstis9.1ly Close, -visually Close, and Neither. For the

remaining two items; a response'choice called Other COmmon Sound

Correspondence was sabstituted for the'Neither respense choice. This

newndategory containpd a picture whose ame began or ended with the

other comMon sound:correspondence. For example, in an item testing

c as /k/ in-initial position, the target synthetic mord is cobe, the

Correct response choice is a picture ofsa tuff, and the response choice

the Ot.her ron sound Corre6pondence category is a picture of a.

saw (the other common sound correspondence for c is /$/).
,

.4
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It. was important to ensure th t the pictures in the ConsonaRts .ft

. ,dp.. %

by their designated names. Therefore, each clad.21ot..det be identified

was giuVr4 a Picture,Namt-i4 Exercise prior to the Consonants Subtest

of thePhonics Test4 Upon completion of the subtest, a random sample.

;

Aof students also participated-in- tWO oral reading"tasks.
,

, t .

Pi4ture Naming Exercise. The selection of pictures for the')
... .., 41

,14 '*; ,

-i

Picture Naming Exercise was based on .a pilot4study.,involkting
.41N

. approximate/y 36Jou.Ah grade pupils. All pictures that were incorrect1S,
, -",., . - l

.
. '-

. labeled4py two or more subjests in the pilot study were included in -the
,

4.

'f

Picture Naming.Exekcise.

A two-page Picture Naming bookle consisting of 31 pictures (based

on the-results of the pilot stud)} was diteributed to each student.

The pictures were arranged'in rows of four. Many of the rows were made-

.

4 of pictures which shared a common feature--that is, a plural haMe

or an arrow which pointed to a particular part of the pictu4. (Appendix '

'A contains a page'from the Picture Naming booklet for the Consonants

subtest.) students were instructed to lookot one row of pictures at

a time. The examiner pronounced the name of each picture in that Kow

and-the children repeated the name aloud. When the names of all 31

pictures had been identified through this procedure, the Picture Naming

booklets were collected.

Consonants subtest. Following the Picture Naming Exercise, each

student was given a copy of the Consonants Subtest. The examiner

I.

a
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explained to the children that they would be listening for cqnsonant

*

sounds atthe beginning of.words. The examiner thelLinstructed the

students. in each of the three practice items. At the Pnd of ,the,

,

practi period (approximately 9 minutes), the students were instructed
. .t $ ..1*

. to work independently on the actual te0 items until they reached the

t

large ste.p...etgn on the eighth page. The children were told that if

tfley completed alf 49 1.tems before the allocated time waaup, they could

ca -

V

After. completing.the Initial Consonants section A the Consonants

, Subtes,

ciodng to

the examiner explained to the children that they-were'

be lis,tening for consonant sounds at the,end of words. The,...

examiner instructed the students in the three practice items for finalI.

consonant sodnds. At tAe end of the practice period (approximately

3 minutes), the children were directed to work independently on tne

actual test Items^and to complete all 32 items.remaining in the

booklet. The children werVold tp4t if they completed'the Final

Consonants section before the allocated time was up, they could review

any of theii work inthe qntire
A

The students took approximately 30 to 35 minutes to complete both

the Initial ConsonsAnts and Final Consonants sections (including practice

items) of the Consonants Subtest.

Oral reading tasks. Two oral reading tasks were individually

administened to assess for concurrent validity of the Consonants

Subtest. Approximately 32% of eile children ZroM each classroom were

randomly selected to participate. The first task required that the

student read aloud a list of 81 target synthetic words from the

3t.
7

s
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...Consonants Subtest. As the student read the list ef words,,the

: examiner noted all produnciation errors made on target s9unds.,

23

Following the oral reading of the word list, the student was in-

structed to read aloud a "211-word poem. ,The poem included Several
.

wq4socontaining each of the spelling-to-sound correspondences assessed

in the Consonants Subtest. The examiner noted all plronunciation-errors

on target ccfrespondences. (The student1 copy_of the_first_page. -from-

the word list and the poem are presented in Appendix po

The total time for the administration of,the oral reading tasks ..,.

ranged from 2 to 15 minutes, with the word list taking Ito 10 Minutes

and the poem taking 1 to 5 minutes. In general, third graae students ,

, required more time to perform the tasks thaliilid fourth and fifth

, grade students.

All tests were administered by staff members from the Wisconsip
-

Research and Development Center for Indiukidualized Schooling. Directions

1
A for. the Picture Naming Exercise and, the Consinants Subtgst were read

..-
.i'N.

, froin an Administacatot's Manual. Teiting was conducted on February 6;

',
,.

1979.

4

ti

. ;;;.).

Results

A tot 1-of.1.87 i3in grades three, four, and'five participated%

in the stuy to" eva1e the Consonants SUb;test. Summary statistics

on the Consonantsletest, by grade level, are presented in Table 3.

Mean percent corrddt on the total subtest (if). items) was above 90%

for all three grades. Overall Hoyt reliability estimates were .78,

,

41,
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'Table 3

Consonants Subtest:

Percent Correct

Summary Statistics by Grade -

r-

-e.

Grade. 3 Grade 4. Grape 5

":.

-

p.

x %

N = 89 N = 61 N = 37
.

-.

i = 91.27Zi; TC- = 92.27%
,

i= 93.29%

SD = 5.53 SD = 6.39 . SD = 5.15

,.

;

Railge 1?.26 -
%

Range% = 51.85 - ' , Range = 71.60 -
% \

97.5
, 98.77 . 97.53

Range = 48 - 79a Range = 42 - 80
a .

Range = 58 - 79
a

RS RS

a
(Jut of a possible 81 items.

t.

3;)

J
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.86, and .81 for grades 3 4, and 5, respectively. ,.;tem analyses were ,

performed to gain infarmatioryabbut individdal ftems, as well as the-

,

item categories within the total test.

tyiges of.analres were perforOed oz the'data: a comparison

of mean scores'forlOnsonants in initial versus final position; a

comparison of mean scores bç single-letter consonants,. consOnant.
4

f
.. :

A

clusters, afid,consonant digraphs; and an examination ofthe.mean
k

->

scores for the three_or f:oueitems-assessing.eaCh of the 25'spelling-

25 to-.sound corrpspondb ces assessed in the ConsonantS Subtest:
-

Thq first inalysisompaged, performance on items assessing

Nk
consonants in initial.gpsitiOn wAth performance on items assessibg

:4

consonants in final posieion. As Illustrated irfl 4, ghildrent

each grade level achieved higher performance on con onants in initial

t,
position than on consonants in final position.. Mean differences

between performance on initial versus final itees averaged 4:48% across

grades.

The second analysis compared performance on thethree categories

of consonants which,comprised the total subtest: single-letter conso-.

nants (51 items), consonant clusters (15 items), and consonant digraPhs

(15 items). Results.from this analysis are presented in Table-5. Once

again, differences between-grades were small. _For all three grades,

performance was highest on clust'and lowest on digraphs.
,

\
The third anal

l

sis examinki performance on the 25 different

ispelling-to-sound rrespondences-essessed in the 181-item Consonants

Subtest. Performance on all test items for 17 of the 25 correspondences ,
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-Table 4 ,

Consonants Subtest: Comparison of Consonants'

in Initial and Final Positions

Number 'of Mean 1
--- Total

Range of scores
numbersubjects .correct SD , . (it correct)

----or---Items-- _

Total group 187

Initial 93.771 6.15 49. 42.86

Final 89.29% 7.02 32 59.38

Grade 3 89

Initial 93.10% 5.66 49 59.18
I

Final 88.481- 7.29- 32 59.38

Grade 4 61

Initial 94.08% 7.49 49 42.86

#
Final 82.56% 6.70 32 65.63

Grade 5 37

r

\../..

Initial 94.87% 4.63. 49 75.51

Final 90,88% 6.77 32 65.63

- 100

- 100

- 100'.

- 100

- 97.96

- 100

- 97.96

- 96.88 .

P.1
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Table 5

Performance (% correct) by Grade on

Single-letter Consonants,

- Consonant Clusters, and

Consonant Digraphs

;

27

Grade 3
= 89)

Grade 4
== 61)

Grade 5
(N = 37).

Total
sample
(N = 187)

Single-
letter

Al=.0.41=1.

conSonants X 97.00% X =.98.47% I.= 97.30% X = 97.54%
(51 items)

.Range = 53.33 - 100% 53.33 -,100% 73.33 - lop% 53.33 - 100%

4
%

Consonant
.(

clusters = 90.46%1 =,90.39% = 92.05% i= 90.75%
(15 items)

'Range = 66.1167 - 96.08% 52.94 - 98.04% 74.51 - 96.08% 52.94 - 98.04%

II
1

Consonant
digraphs i = 75.06% . X. = 79.13% i = 80.18%
(15'items)

w-

= 77.40%

Range = 26.67 - 86.67% 33.33 - 86.67% .46.67 - 86.67% 26.67 - 86.67%
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a

was9')% correct or greater. One item assessing thp spelling-to7sound

correspondence for'njhad a mean percent correct score of 92.5 (because

a riumber of students chose the foil ending witAk/ng/ instead of the
7

correct response chdice 1.41.hlich ended in /n/). All other cases where

mean percent correct scores were lower than 95.0 involved items

asseosing the three-Sfhgre-letter consonants (c, .s., and 2), which
..

! .

,

had two common sound correspondences, or items, assessing ose of the

. two digraphs p12. and na.

For thp three single-letter consonants with two common sound
al*

correipondences, four items were used to test-each correspondence.

students' performances on the 24 test items assessing the consonants

with vviant sound correspondences are presented.in Table 6, Table 6

also provides.data on the percentage of students selecting each response

choice. Five types of response choices were inCluded in thd test

j.tdn E. that asssqed consonants with vsriant correspondences.: (1) a

w.
Correct response choice, (2) an Acoustically Close response choice,

(3) a Visually Close respon.m choice, (4) a response choice that was

4

. Nrither Acoustically Close Nor Visually Close (Neithdr) to the correct

response choice, and (5) the other Common Sound CorrespondenCe for
.

tht, Consonant. All itoms used a Correct, an Athoustically Close, and

a Visually Close response choice. In two of the four items for each

correspondence, the Neither Acoustically Close Nor Visually Clo

(Neittler) category was used is a fourth response choice. For the

remaining two items, the Other Common Sound Correspondence category

was used as a fourth resporse choice. An inspection of Table 6

4
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Table 6

J

. -

Wtem.Analyscs of SixaVariant Consonant 4rrespondences

fçr Total Subjects/
°IA

(N = 187)

49

Target
corres-: Mean %
:pondence correct

I.

4

tically Visually.
Corkect 'Close .Cleme
responsd ,foil foil

Other
Common
Sound
Corres-

-Neither pondencer
.foil foil.'

c as /k/ 97 98.4 1.1 0 1Wa.

.
.5

981.9 0 .o - .5

963 3.2 .5

95.7 1.1 0

.

c as /s/ . .65 4.8 0 . 2.1 92.0
91,4 2.7 2.7 1.6
97.9 0 .1.1
66.3 .5 23.. 4.8

1 as /g/ 95 98.9 1.1
95.7 0 .5 2.7
98.9

'5,
.h 0

87.2 .5 =Mk 12.3

2 as /j/ 81 73.3 2.7 6.4 7.5
86.6 0 3.7 1.1
73.8 .5 0 25.1
90.,4 0 0 9.6

s /s/ . 87 87.7' 11.8 0

94.7 .5 .5 3.2

95.7 2.7 6 1.6

68.4 o 2.1 28.3

s as /z/ 73 27.3 2.7 70.1
74.7 0 0 28.3
98.4 1.1 10

93.0 1.1 . 1.1 2.7

Note. All the totals do not.add up t:o exactly 100% because the

figures

beaause

choices.

were rounded off to

on some items a feW

the nearest tenth of a percent and also

students did not;.select any of the response

u
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reveals that when the Other Common Sound Correspondence category wa

used as d foil, stucients selected the Other Common Sound Correnpn-

dencelresponse' choice in percentages ranging from .5 (in both c as

/k/ items) to 92.0 (in one c as /s/ iter6). When a variant soupd

correspondence for the target consonant was not present as a foil,
Irs

incorrect responses were fewer and fairly evenly distributed 'acrossd

4

p.

the three foil categories. When a variant sound corrpspohdence was

.present ap a foil, the dean percent correct for that item was only

73.1, co4hred to 92.8 on'items where the variant sound was not

present as a foil.

Overall performance was,lowest (mean percent correct = 65.0) on

items asse4sing the c as /s/ correspondence. In contrast, c as /k/

items yielded a mean percent correct of 97.0 for the total saMpie..
Results for the-letter-sound correspondences for\s showed a mean

percent correct of-73.0 for s as z/ items and a mean percent correct

-----61-87.0 for s as /s/ items. In analyzing performance on the two letter-

S9und correspondences for a in items where.the variant sound was

presented as a foil, the mean percent cerrect was 82.1 on the las

items, but was 91,4 on the aas /g7cslitems. In analyzing students'

performance on the items for the three. single-letter consonants with.

variant sound correspondences, performance was higher for the variant

consonant correspondence in each pair that.,-i-eA the grater frequency

of occurrence in the language (accprding to Venezky, Note 1).
\

Information on subjects' performance on the six items assessing

the two digraphs Liq and ph (there are three items for each digraph).

44

Lee'
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is vresented in Table 7: As shown in the table, items assessing na

:4011

yielded an overall mean percent correct of 86,.0 for the total'group.

ItemS'assessing the 2h. digraph yielded an, ove4a1l me.an percent

oprct of only 72:0, 4

For each ieem asseasing a digraph, the four response categories

of Correct, Acoustically Close, Visually Close, and Neither Acousti-

cally-Close Nor Visu'ally Close (Neither) were uti1ize4. Each

pictiire in the Visually Clos qmicategory had a name which begAp or ended

in-one of the two cOnsonant letters of the digraph. This, however,

resulted in havig many Visually dlose foils that

C

were alsot,
4

Acoustically Close20and vice versa. For example, 3!n)an item testing
/

2h. as /f/ in final position, the target synthetic word is saph.. The

Correct response ohoice is cuff and the Acoustically Close/response-
choice is teeth. The Visually Close response choice is map, b+ause

mailends with Ep., one of the two codsoriapt letters of the digraph:

According to the Miller and Nicely (1955) confusion-matrices for the
74

perceptlon of consonant sounds, the sound corresponding to

the letter p. (/p/) is sometimes confused for the sound /f/.- Hence,

/p/ is acoustically close to /f/, as well as visually close to a
.As shown in Table 7, when a foil category overlapped, thus creating

a 4qsponse that walboth acoustically close and visually close, most

students who responded incorrectly chose the overlapping response

foil. This was the case for all six items assessing the ei as /f/

.aftd the ng as /u/ target correspondences.

Fifty-nin,o7 the 187 children (32%) in the Consonants Study were

ra domly sehpted for testing on the two oral reading tasies. pie

. - -
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Table 7

Item Analysis of

Digraph Correspondences

4.

e

Target
corre- Mean %

- spondence correct

4

Ny,

Correct
response

Acous-
tically Visually
Close Close
foil

Overlapping
'Acoustic

and
Visual
foila

Neither
foil

al as /11/

111. 'as /f/

90.4 7.5 MM. .5

86 89.8 1.6 4.3 2.7
79.1 5.3 13.9 .5

69.5 1 .1 23.0 3.7
72 62.0 1.1 34.8 0

84.5 1.6 10.2 1.1

Note. A11 total.:- do not add up to exactly 100% because-the figures

were rounded off t6 the nearest tenth of a percent and also because on each

item a few studvnts did not select any of the response choices.
41-

a -
Contained one of the two letters of the target digraph that was also

ac:oustically close to the letterr.soupd correspondence for that digraph.

1
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purpose Was to ascertain whether the written tes.t.vas, in fact,

'sensitive to the kinds of phonics errors that studentare likely to

make in a true reading situation. Each 'child was first asked to read

aloud a list of the 81 synthetic words used on the mritten Consonants

Subtest. The childrens' productive errors dn target.correspondenCes

were noted by the examiners. ,E61-1 student s next-instructed to

read ,aloud a 211-word poem which was written to include severil words

containing each of the 25 spelling-to-sound correspondences assessed

in t.he written Consonants Subtest. Again, errors on target corres-
.,,

pondences were noted. Results of the oral testing are presented in

Table 8. Examination 2f this summary data indicates that students

made nearly three times more errors on the written Consonants'Subtast

an'd on the oral reading of the synthetic word list than on the akral

reading of the poem. Probably the benefits of context and prior
w

kiow-

ledge of words in the poem.were responsible for this difference.

Children made many mozie errors on the spelling-to-sound correspondences

when they were asked to.read4the list of synthetic.words--words with-

out context and about which they could have no previous knowledge.

It is interesting to note, however', that agreement between errors on

the ConsonantS.Subtest and errors on the lob= is not very different°

:from the agreement between errors on the Consonants Subtest and errors

on the synthetic word list. The percentage of agreement with the

consonants Subtest was 27.8 and 26.9 for the poem and word list,

respect.ively. *ThiS provides good evidence for assuming that the

writtri Consonants 'Subtest was equally sensitive to errors made on
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Table 8

Summary Data on Oral Reading Tasks .

.apd Consonants Subtest Across Grades

, (j= 59)

4=F4A. -V111

Oral xeading taqks

consonants
Poem Synthetic word Subtest

Us

Number of stu)ents $9

Number of students
makipg phoni.cs
errO4rt

yt

Total number of
errdrs

,

% of Agfee21Ip6t

with onsonants.
Smbt $

110

. 7.8

t

59 59

54 ,

374

26.9

.1 59

335 4.

-

a
Tnelpt2rcentage of agireemely was calculatqg by,determinihg the f

ratio of a student's errors common to the Synthetic Word List.ana Written
/ .

Test over the Total Number of that- Student's errors made on the Synthetic

Word List alone, eg.,

* Agreement for spithdtic Word List --,

)
1

Number of errors 4t6mmon to Synthetic
Word List and Wqtten Test,

4'

Total Number of'Synthetic Word
.4! List 'Errors

and then suMming these pexcentages acros all students that did the oral

reading taqs. Thp Same procedure Was us'ed to calcula.t9ithe percentage

A
oragreement for the poem and 'Written Test errors.

1.

,f 1.

or) k
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meaningful material as it was toNerrors made in pronouncing isolated

synthetic words. For a 1 ge nuMbe of items, errors Made on the oral

reading of stnthetic words were not made on the written Consonants

4

Subtest. This may have resulted from the limiting nature of the
\

foils% For example, in an item assessing the letter c as tAksound

. /s/, a chiid may have read the synthetic Word plice as pli/k/e,

instead of as pli/s/e on,the oral task. 'When the child came to that

item on the written test, the a1t4rnate sound for c (the sound /16.,/)

may not Save been included as a foil. Because the other commpn sound

correspondence of a consonant was used as a foil in only 50% of tbe

items on the Consonants Subtest, the child had a better Chance of

responding .correctly on the writtep item than in the productive task

required by the oral reading of the synthetic word list. This foil

constraint effect is"suggested in Tabl'e 8 in the comparison of the 'total

number of errors ( 374) made on the synthetic word list with those (335)

made on the written Consonants Subtest.

t
Discussion

,veral.'interesting results were obtained from examination of the

, data on .1.1e Cons,nants Subtest. Performance on consonants in initial

position was superior tO performance on consonants in final position,

which replicates thAfindings in ther.research literature. Studies

bave shown that younger readers tend More to the first letters'

and sounds in a word than to the final letters and sounds.

S.
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/n the analysis of performance in terms of the three consonant

categories (single-letter consonants, consonants clusters, and

consonant digraphs),,a consistent pattern was revealed. All three

of the grades tested scored highest on consonant clusters and

lowest on consonant digraphs. While it might have been expected that

performance on single-letter'consonants wourd have been superior to

performance on consonant clusters, the single-letter consonant
sm,

category incl d items assessing variant w-,und correspondences for

three lette s (c, g/ and s). It was clear from the error analysis that

the inClusiOn of these coabonants, which have more 'Ian one-common .

sound correspondence, was responsible for the lower overall performance

on items in fhe single-letter consonant category.

Wheneach of the 25 spelling-to-sound correspondences was analyzed

separately, the most noticeable variation in performance appeared in

items where the consonants had another common sound correspondence

(the consonants c, and s). In addition, children appeared to have

experienced difficulty with two of the digraphs Eh and 2.g.. On items

assessing these digraphs, children tended ta pick incorrect response

choices -containing the first letter of each digraph, i.e., E. for al

and n for a2.

Overall performance was high on the Consonants Subtest, with mean

scores on all but 5 of the 25 correspondences aSsessed reaching at

least 95% correct. iEven third graders appeared to have mastered most

4 of the Consonants Subtest items. Only a relatively small proportion

of students (from all three grade levels) displayed any degree of

I.
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tP
difficulty with consonant correspondences. Errors, when they did

' occur, were usually made either on consonant digraphs or on the three

single-letter consonants which have other common sound correspon-
. *

4,

dences (c, and si.

The oral reading.tasks were originallyy .anned as-4 measure of

concurrent v-' lity. The standard procedure for determining concurrent

validity is to correlate performance on the newly devised instrument

with performance on an established measure of the target skills. 'The

survey of tests with existin phonics components'revealed, however,

that there iS no phonics me sure currently available that validly.

..assesses childrens'. phonics kills. The oral reading of the target

synthetic word list appears to be a more reliable -indicator of pure

phonics knowledg4`than the oral reading of the poem. While there is

no established criterion for evalu4ing the level of ,the percentage

of agreement, results indicate that the written Phonics Test is

sensitive to a subs antial percentage of the hinds of phonics errors

that children make en vading orally.

The most intere irig, finding of the oral reading study was that

. the percentage of agreement between the oral reading of the poem anci.

.)erformance on the wit'itten Consonants Subtest was conparable to that

between the oral reading of th9 synthetic mord the.written

. Consonans Subtest. This seems to suggeSt that, even though children

thade significantly fewer errors on the poem, the errors'tthey did make

were as likely to aptear on the written test as were the errors made

on the synthetic word list.'

.1

.4"

'1
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOWELS SUBTEST

9

The Vowels Subtest is designed to. assess 20 different spelling-

A

to-sound correspondences. Sounds selected for testing were long vowels,
1

short vowels, and vowel clusters.
%14

r
Method

Subjects a
4

A total of 190 third, fourth, and fifth grade pupils from the

. .

Oregon, Wisconsin Public School District participated in the present

study (see Table 9). Most of these pupils had also taken the Conso-'

nants Subtest in February 1979. Third grade pupils were from Oregon

Elementary School; fourth and fift,4 grade pupils formed a mixed-class

.4k

unit in Oregon Middle School.
a.

3muli

The Vowels Subtest assesses 20 different spelling-to-sound corres-

pondences with 60 items. As in the Consonants Subtest, each item

consisted' of a synthetic word with the target letter(s) underlined

and.fouFUesponse chdices in picture form. Children were instructed

to read the synthetic word to themselves and.decide the sound of the

underlined letter(s).: Next they were told to circle the picture in'

that row4hose name 4ad a medial (or final) sound that was the saide

as the sound of the underlined letter(s). Figure 2 is a copy of the

directions and practice items from the Vowels Subtest.

44
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Table.9

Vowel Subtest:

Subject-Population y School and Grade

(N R 19.0)

45

39

Schools and
classrooms

Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

Oral Oral Oral
Vowels reading Vowels reading Vowels 'reading
Subtest tasks Subtest tasks Subtest tasks

Oregon Elementary School

ClasSroom A 21 5

:lassroom B 24 5

Classroom C 25 5

Classroom D 22 5

, Oregon Middle School

Classroom A 10 3 3

Classroom B 14 3 6

Classroom C 12 - 8

Classroom D 16 5 9

Classroom E 13 3 7
. :

Totals 92 . (20) 65 (14) 33

1

2

2

-

1

2

(7)

If
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PHONI.CS: VoW6ls
s.

Medial Position

In each row, look at the made-up word. Notice that there is a'letter
or letters underlined An the middle of that word. Read the word to-
yourself and decide how that letter or aetters sound. Then find the
picture in-ethe row wh0se name contains the-sound of the underlined
letter or letters. Remember, you are looking for a picture whose
name contains the same sound. This vowel sound may or may not be
spelled with the same letters as in the made-up word. Draw a circle
around the picture whose'name contains the sound of the underlined
letter or letters in the made-up word.

Fiqure 2. The dIrections and practice items from the first page of the Vowels

Subtest.

J.

=
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Target vowel sounds were "selected according to th4ir frequencies

of occurrence in the Vene4y (Nete 1) corpus of the 20,000,most common

English words. Only those spelling-to-soUnd.correspondences with

total frequencies of 150 or more (with the exceptiodl of four vowel

clusters, which have frequencies between 123 and 142) are included in ,

the Vowels Subtest. These spelling-to-sound.correspondences appear

in one-syllable, target synthetic words that conform to phonological

properties of the English language.

The response choices for each item are fpur pictures Whose names

are ell known to elementary-school-age children. ,For,each target

item, the four,response choice categories are: (1) a Correct response

choice, (2) an Acoustically Close response,choice,.(3) a Visually

Close responsechoice, and (4) .a Neither Acoustically Close Nor

visually Close (Neither) response choice.

Selection of Target Sounds

Long vowels. All-five single-letter vowels that correspond to

long vowel sounds were selected for testing. According to Venezky

(Note 1), the five long vowel sounds, long a (as in Fape), long e (as

in mete), long i (as in hide), long 0 (as in bone), and long u (as in

flute)
1

, have spelling-to-sound correspondences with frequencies

1
While the sound of u in fuse (the diphthong ju or iu) occurs

more frequently than the -s-ound of u in flute (the simple vowel u),
onty the latter letter-sound sound correspondence was used.in the
Vowels Subtest. This is because there are few one-syllable picturable
words with u as-in fuse that are well-known to-elementary school
pupils. Except for the souna correspondence for th letter u in

position, the two sound correspondences abui- for u are
considered to be very c,lose.

.
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exceeding 150. According to Kenyon and Knott's (1953), "A Pronouncing
k

Dictionary of AmericariEnglish"--the source used,by Venezky for the
.

pronunciations of the 20,000 most common English wordslong e and

long u are always designated as simpfe vowels, whereas long i is

always designated as a diplithong. Long a and long o, however, can be

designated as a simple vowel or as a diphthong. For the purposes of

this study, however, both longsa and long/o will be considered diphthongs._

This is because the vowel sound in CVC*trigrams is more commonly

pronounced as a diphthong than as a simple vowel and all the target

\synthetic words and the picture names of the response choices used in

testing vowel sounds in medial position are CVC trigrams.

Short vcwals. All five single-letter vowels corresponding to

short vowel Sounds were selected for testing. According to Venezky

(Note 1), these five short vowel sounds, short a (as in bat), short e

L. in peg), short i (as in lid), short o (as in shot), and short u

(as in duck), Save letter-to-sound correspondences with frequencies

exceedir;g 150. (All five shol-t vowel soUnds are designated as simple .

vowels.)

Vowel clusters. The 10 two-letter vowel clusters with the

highest spelling-to-sound correspondence frequencies (ranging from

326 to 123, according to the Venezky tabulations) were select'ed for

testing. Five of these clu,sters have simple vowel sound correspon-

dences: ea (as in bead), ce (as in 2reen), oo (as in !Ram), au

(as in taut), and ea. (as in bread); the remaining five vowel clusters

correspond to sounds of diphthongs: ai (as in maid), ou (ai in loud),
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ow (as in town), ay. (as In play), and ow (as in snow).

Long vowels, short vowels, and vowel clusters are generally_

t sted in he medial position of words wliich, acCording tdthe
. .

Ve7 nezl.ty dat is the position Africh they most frequently occur.

43

Th vowel cluster a tas in play), however,.occurs most frequently in

nal position.and thereforeis tested in final position only. The'

vowel sluster ow (as in snow) occurs frequently in medialand:final
,

position and ther'efore isl-teste,. in both medial and final positions.

All 55 of the items testing vowel sounds in.tIle medial positidn

use one-syllable pi4ure names and target synthe,?ic)words'which

.

conform td a CVC pattern. Wiihin any item, the fihal consonant

sounds for.the target.synthetic word And the four picture names are

either'all voiced or all voiceless consonants. because the final

consonant sound in a CVC word affects the duration of the medial

voWel '(and, in the vowels.Subtest, the medial vowel sound is the

sound of interest), this practice of using either all-voiced or all

voiceless final consonants in the'respopse c'hoiwes provides some

degree of consistency for medial vowel duration.

selection of ReSyonse oices

Each of the 60 items'in the Vowels Subteslt has four response

choices in picture.form.

Correct response choice. This response choice is a picture whose

name contain's a medial or final v wel sound identical to the sound

corresponding to the underlined etter(s) of the target synthetic

word.

13:5,

r.
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Acoustically Close response choice. This response choice.is a

picture whose name cOntaine a medial. or final vowel sound that is

acoustically close, to the sound corresponding to the underlined

5
:t.t.er(s) in the target synthetic word. Whenever possible, data from

Peterson and Barney (1952) confusion matrix were used to

detezwe an acoustiea y close sound. (Tne Peterson and Barney

study reported percetuaT1 confusions by adult observers under an
t

approximately 70 decibel level for 10,simple vowel sounds, each

presented 152 times by men,, women, ancichildren speakers.). To

illustrate how the information from'the matrix was used to determine

an Acoustically Close response choice, consider the target sound

short a (as in nan). The Peterson and Barney confusion mat0.x

indicates that short a is most often confuses as short e. Hence, in
.9-

an item assessing tte sound of short a in medial position., the targbt

synthetic word is vadv The Acoustically Close response choiCe for

this itum is a picture of a web, because web contains the acoustically

close sound of short e in medial position.

The Peterson and parney conflapion matrix does not provide

onfusion, information for long vowel and vowel cluster sounds that are
. ,

. 1

diphthongs.' Hence, il those cases, speech production data (Denes &

Pinson, 1973; Kenyon & Knott,"'19.53; Langacker, 1973) were used to

construct the Acoustically Close response choice. (Evidence suggests

that spunds produced in proximal positions within the oral cavity are

moie likely to be confused than sounds produced in more distal

positions., ArkfAcoustically Close response choice could therefore be
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doiermined from this inforAtion.) For example, the vowel clustef or
11,

diphthong, ou, is produced from a low-central./a/ to a lower-high ack

ebAu/ position in the back of.the oral cavity. An acoustically ose

vowel sound would be / I. (as in pawn), which is produced in the higher
4

low.-'back position in. the oral cavity--quite close to where the ou-.

,lound is p.roduced.
2

Therefore, in one of the items testing the sound

of ou in medial position, the target synthetic word is floud. The

Acoustically Close response choice for this itein is a-picture of

saws, becau,lp saw'S'contains the medial vo ek sound /aw/.

Visually Close response choice.) T is response choice is a

picture whose name contains the same letter as the underlined letter(s)

in the target word. For short and long vowels, the sound of the

letter in the pictur* however, is the short or long counterpart of

the sound of the underli d lettr. For example, in an item...testi.ngfe

short a the target synthetic woird is vad. The Correst response choice

is a picture of a Lan becausefpan has a short a i medial position.

sa
The Visually Close response choice is a pictilre/of a cage., because

a

ca90 contains d long a in medial position. Hence, the a in'cage looks

like, hut does not sound like, the a in vad.

For vowel clusters, we decided to use one of the tiletters

nf the cluster for the Visually Close response choice. In an item

testing ou in medial position, the target synthetic wordis floud.

-The Visually Close response choice is a pibture of a frog, because

2
Thu terms and locations of the positions within the oral cavitv

fAKT thest vowel sounds are taken from Kenyon and Knott's, "A Pro-
nouncing Dictionary of American English" (1953), p. xiii.

5

t.
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4

frog contaAs only one of the letters, the o of the two-letter vpwel

luft.r ou. (Anotler ViAually Close response choice could haves

been arPicture de a rug, because. rug contains u, the other letter in

the vowel clUstor-on.)

choice. This response choice is a picture whose nanik-has neither a

7

sound that is acoustically close, nor letters that are visually close,
M.

to the underlined letter(s) in the target synthetic word: As with

the Consonants Subtest, this category was created to see whether

children making errors would apply an audi-tory strategy (by selecting

the Acousticarly Close response choice),.9 'visual strategY (by

.3electing the Visually Close response choice), or if they would#

morel guess at the correct answer. A pattern of responses having a

dispropOrtionate number in the Neither response choice category

might indicate a tendency towards guessing.

Fol ekample, in the test _item for short a in the target synthetic

wur.-1 tne Neiti:lsponse choice is broom. The vowel sound

u. L)r..)om is made in the high-back position of the oral cavity.

The short a vad is produced in the low-front position of the oral

cavity. Therefore, the /u/ in broom is not acoustically close to the

41:

/,t/ in vad. Moreover, the oo in broom is also visually different from

the single a in vad.*
Procedure

For all grades, a Picture Naming Exercise was given prior to ad-

ministeric .he Vowels: Subtest of the Phonics Test. Upon completion
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of the Vowels SubteSt, a randdm sample of ptudents also participated

in two oral reaaing tasks.

si3i.s_tmling_ExErEilt., It was important to effsure that the

pictures in the Vowels Subtest be identified by their designated

names. Therefore, a short exercise in naming pictures preceded the

administration of the Vowels Subtest. A picture was selected for

the Picture Naming Exercise if it.met one of two criteria: (1) the
MD

picture was created specifically for the-VowelS Subtest, or (2) the

picture had been included in the Picture Naming Exercise for the

Consonants Subtest.

N
A two-page Picture Naming booklet consisting`Nof 46 pictures was

distril3Uted to each child. The pictures werl arranged in rows of four. ,

/1

Many of the rows ere made up of pictures which shared a52icommon

feature, such as a plural name or an arrow pointing to a particular

part of the picture. (Appendix C is a Page from the Picture Naming

booklet for the Vowels Subtest.) Students were instructed to look at
. .

one row of pictures at a time. The examiner pronounced the name of

each picture in that row and the children repeated the picture name

aloud. When the names of all 40 pictures had Been identified thrOugh

this procedure, the Picture Naming booklets werdcollected.

Vowels SUbtest. Following the Picture Naming Exercise, each. L.

student was given a copy of the Vowels Subtest. The examiner explained

to the chiliren that they would be listening for vowel.sounds in the

middle and at the end of words. Next, the 2xaminer instructled the

students in the two practice items for medial vowel sounds. The

p.
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examiner then told the students to-turn past the stop sign to the
*

second te;\the last page im their booklets..The examiner explained.,

that al; the items up to the stop sign:would be on vowel sounds in

medial position; the two pages 'after the stop sign would be On

sounds rn final position. The examiner instructed the416hildren in the

one practice.iteM for.final vowel sounds. lit the cr.0 of the practice

period (appropately 5 minutes), students were directed to work:

independently.on the 55 items.on medial vowel sounds and on the 5 items

on final vo,;rel sounds. The Children were told that if they completed

1
4.all 60 items befoie the allocatea time was up, they could review any

of their work in the entire booklet:

The children took 12 to 30 minutes to complete both the medial
-

and final vowela sections (inq_ludingibractice items) of bhe Vowels

. subteSt.

Oral Reading Tasks. Two oral reading tasks wereFindividually

administered to assess the concurrent validity A the Vowels Subtest.

Approximately 22% of the students who took,the Vowels Subtest were

randomly selected to participate in the oral reading Nsks. The first

task required that the child read aloud a list of the 60 target

synthetic words from the Vowels Subtest. As,the child read the list

of words, the examiner noted all pronunciation errors made on target

sounds.

Following the oral reading of the word list,

structed to read aloud a 347-word poem. The poem

the child was in-
,.

included several"

words containing each of the spelling-to-sound correspondences

41.

se,

-
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assessed in the Vowels Subtest. The examiner-noted all pronunciation

errors on targe.4 correspondences. (The student's copy of the first

page of the word list and the poem are preseqted in Appendix D.)
I. 1,

The eotal time for the administratiOn of the oral reading tasks

rangeSfrom Ao 10 minutes, with the word list taking apprpximately

1 to 5 minutes, and ga poem taking approximately 2 to 5 minutes. In

'general, third grade upils required more time to perform the tasks

than did fourth and fifth grade pupils.

All tests were administered by staff members from the

Wi consin Research and Development Center.for Individualized Schooripg.

Dir ctions for the Picture Naming Exercise and the Vowels Subtest were

read from an Administrator's Manual. Testing was conduct:ed on May 22,

1979.

Results

e7: S.

A total of 190 students in grades three, four, and five partici-

patcd in the study to evaluate the Vowels Subtest. Summary statistics

on the Vowels Subtest, by grade, are presented in Table 10. Mean

percent correct on the total test (60 items) was better than 75% for

all three grades. An item analysis was pe'rformed to gain information

on the overall reliability of the test an the relative performance

of individual items within the test. The Hoyt Reliability Coefficient

for the vowels Subtest was high at .89, with a standard error of

measurement of 2.85.

In addition to the item analysis, a series of t-tests were

C tj

A
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Table 10

Vowels libtest:

Percent Correct

Summary Statistics by Grade

-Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

N = 92
...._

..4. N = 65 N = 33

3
.>: . .7585%

)--. = .7808% 51 = .8010%

SD = .15 SD = .118 SD = .134_... _
,

Range% - 18 - 100 Range 7 47 - 98 Range = 52 - 100
% . %

RangeRS
11 - 60a RangeRs = 28 59a RangeRs = 31

Note.. Hoyt estimate of\otal test reliability = .89; Standard

error of measurwent = 2.85. Mean on total test (of 601possible) =

4.41; and SD V- 9.73.

L'1/4it. of a possible 00 item:;.

4
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performed to determine whether there were significant differences in .

performance on the total test due to the sex or grade level of the

students. . Results of these t-tests are summarized in Table 11... There

was a significant difference in scores due to sex, with female

students putperforming male students (t-value = -2.10, with a 2-tailed

probability of .637).

The t-tests.comparing the three grades resulted in no significant

differences. 'There were slieht mean differences, with the higher grade

level in each comparison attaining a somewhat higher mean.pe cent

-orrect score than the lower grade level of the comparison p ir.

The next analysis of the Vowels Subtest data examined performance

Le: vit. total sample on each of the 20 vowel spelling-to-sound corres-

pondencs assessed. The total sample data were used because no

significant grade level differences in perPOrmance had beeil found.

Table 12 presents a rank ordered listing,of the 20 correspondences

within each of the three general categories: short vowels, long

vowels, and vowel clusters. The Vowels Subtest contained three items

7
to assess each of the 20 vowel spelling-to-sound correspondences.

Performance on the five long vowel correspondences ranged from

a moan percent correct of 85.7 for long i, to a mean percent correct

of 70.3 fo1ong U. There,wag a wider range of performance on the
A

,short vowel correspondences, with performance highest on short u

(mean percent correct 87.7) and lowest on short o (mean percent

correct 48.3).

Performance on the 10 vowel cluster correspondences ranged from
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Table 11

Vowels Subtest

t-Tests-for Performance Differences

Due to Sex and Grade

Variabbe
Jo'

1

Male

Female

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 4

Ca-ade 5

Grade 3

C;rado.5

N- Mean, SD A SE t-Value- ,cif

2-Tailed
probability' -`--.

88 °.; .156 .017

.

i -2.10* 17,..1 .037

164 .7941 .133 .013
1

,

,

. 0
92 .7585 .165 .017

- .99 154.99 '.326
1

65' .7808 .118 .015

65 .7808 .118 .015,*

.73 57.37 .466

33 .8010 .134 .023

92 ..7585 .165 '.017

-1.46 69.08 .148

33 .8010 .134 .023

Significantly different att._ .05 level.
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Table 12

Rank Ordered List of Performance Within

Categories rr the 20 Vowel Correspondences

5

Correspondence Meann correct
No

a

Shorit vowels '

87.7'

,86.3

75.0

70.7

48.3

Long vowels

85.7

83.0

a 73.7

0 72.0

70.3

Vowel clusters

ay a.s /a/ 94.3

ec as /c/ 93.7

ea dS /;-/ 91.7

00 as /u/ 87.0

ow as /ou/ 84.3

ou as /ou/ 80.3

OW aS 73.0

ai as /a/ 68.0

au as /aw/ 67.7

ea as /e/ 54.7

53
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94.3 mean percent correct'on Iv, as long a, to 54.7 mean percent

correct on ea as short e. These differences in performance on

correspondences will be discussed more fully below When the analysis

of error patterns and specific,items are described.
'

A series of t-test comparisons were made to determine whether

there were significant differences in performance ami?ng-the three

categories--short vowels, long vowels, and vowel clusters. Results

are summarized in Table 13. Performance was significantly.different

.among the three categories at the 2. < .05 level. As indicated in the

table, performance was highest on vowel Clusters and lowest on,short

vowels. A review of the data on the individual correspondences shown

in Table 12 indicates that the low performance on the short o corres-

pondence (mean percent correct --- 48.3) lowered the overall mean fa

Lite short vowels category.' The vowel clustrrs category, on the other

hand, was inflated by three correspondences (ea as long e, ee as long

and ay as long a) where performance topped 90%, and thus resulted

in a higher overall mean for that category.

To understand why performance was so loW on the short o corres-

pon ence, we reviewed,item analyses itr the three items assessing short

An analy:,is of the foil selection:for the total sample on these

three items is presented in Figure 3.

For oach item assessing short o, the children were presented

with a target synthetic word constructed to yield the short o pronun-

ciation. To the right of the target word were four picture response

choices. One picture had a name that contained a sound acoustically
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Table 13

t-Tests for Performance Differences

Due to Vowel Category

2-Tailed
Variable N Mean SD SE t-Value df probability

Long vowels . .7691 .195 .014

190 2.57* 189 .011

Short vowels .7358 .184 \013

Long vowels .7691 .195 .014

190 -2.42* 189. .016'

vowel clusters .7946 .145 .011

t;hort vowels .7358 .184 .013

190 -5.49* 189 .000

Vowel clusters .7946 .145 .011

Significantly different at E < :05 level.

:

6 Lit
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blof f

15.6%
(book)

51.6%
(knot)

.=.1WimM/M10=1WFMVMMOM1111111.
43.9%
(rope)

2.1%

(drest)

stom
;

o.3%
(hood)

yosh

57.41
(bo. e)

35.3%

(knob) (wig)

57.3%
(mop)

0%

(leaf) (hook)

.1.1yale. 3. Item analysis of the three items assessing short o
4

Lthowing percent of students selecting responses.

33.2%
(boat)
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close\to the-short o (oo as in book). Another picture had a.name/that

*
contained the long sound of o (as in rope). third picture haa a

..ime that contained a v0Wel sound that was neither acousticallyclose

to the sound of short o nor visually close to the letter 0 (taell as

short e as in dress). The fourth picture had'a name that contained

the correct sound, a short 0 (as in knot). A close inspection of the

errors made by studens on the three !- )rt.o items geveals that when g

students faiied to correctly prohounce the vowel As a shokt o in the

target synthec.ic word, they typically chose the response choice with

the long o. overall, it appears that students who made errors did not

randomly gliess--if this had been the case, a much higher perceptage

of children would have selected the response choice that was neither

acoustically clOse nor visually close to the target spelling-to

_sound correspondence (dress).. Instead, students who made errors on

short o items tended to choose the picture name containing'the other

common sound correspondence for the letter o, the long o. 'This was
0

true oven when the picture name had a long o sound that was spelled.

differently than the vowel of the target word (as in boat, where the

long o sound'is designated by oa) . It is interesting to note that.the

less frequent sound /oo/: (as in hood) was not often selected, even

though .this sound, like the long o contaim: the letter o.

Performance on vowel cluster items was generally high, except

for the threc4items assessing ea as short e. Performance oa items

assessing ea as long e, however, was high. This discrepancy may

reflect a familiarity factor, because the frequency of ea as long e

(294) is more than twice as high as the frequency of ea as short e (135).

- 4,ttrif
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Table 14 presents the results of an analysis of students' errors

on the Vowels Subtest according to foil categories. As described in

detail in the Stimulus section ofPthis report, foil creation for the

Vowels Subtest was governed by.specific criteria. In addition to a

Correct response choice än'item.had three distractors,.eaeh containing

a vowel correspondence in a picture.name that,was (1) Acoustidally Close

to thd target vowel corre pondence, (2) Visually Close to the target

vowel, or (3) Neithi!r Acoustically Close Nor Visually Close (Neither)

to the target vowel. In someseaSes, the acoustic and visual distractors

overiNpped. When this occurred, a given test item might have one or,

even two response choices that contained both visual and auditory

similarities to the target vowel correspondence. In considering the

error analysis presented in Table 14, the reader is cautioned against

-drawing conclusions about this special "Both Acoustically and Visually

Close" artifact.

Tho values,in Table 14 were obtained in the follow4ng manner:

Numbers of students selecting pw'dcular distractor types were summed

across all test items where that distractor type was offered, and

then divided by the number of items containing that distractor.type,

to obtain a mean percent of students selecting a particular foil or

distrctor. This procedure was carried out separately for the three

general categori4 of test items: short vowels, long vowels, and

vowel clusters. Inspection of these mean percent figures indicates

an interesting patterri of incorrect responses. Across all three

categories of vowels, students chose the Both Acoustically and Visually
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Table 14

Error Analysis 41/ Vowel'category and Foil Type

(Average Percent of Subjects (11`.- 189) Selecting an

Incorrect Response Choice by Vowel Category)

Vowel
category

Foil Type
444

Visually
close

'Acoustically
close Neither

Both'acoustically close
and visually close

Short vowels

Long vowels

Clusters

Total test

28.3

35.2

18.1

23.6

3.9

7.9

9.3

7.2

2.0

1.8

4.0

2.9'

44.6

17.6

20.7

25.8

4

4t.
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Close and the Visually Close response choices far more often than they

chose the Acoustically Close ox the Neither response choices.

To understand this error pattern, which was consistent across

all three vowel categories, it is helpful to review the exact nature

of these foils and the criteria governing their selection. For the

Visually Close response choice, we decided to use pistures whose names

contained the same vowel letter as in the targetosynthetic word (or,

for.olusters, one of the two vowel letters in the target cluster).

In the distractor name, however, the letter would correspond to a

1 '4.

different sound. For example, if short a were the tarlFt sound, the"

Visually.Close response choice might be a picture of a cave. A child

using a visual or spelling strategy might select the pioture.of a cave,

because cave contains the same letter a that is in the tarciet

synthetic word. On the other hand, if the student was not familiar

with.the rules governing pronunciation of the short a in the target
\

-;.:nthetic word dnd tpewfore pronounced the vowel sound as lonea,

c7ave would be a logical rekOonse. Both of these approaches could have

led students tooclect-the Visually Close response choice cAve and

contributed toward making the Visually Clos,e,and the Both Acoustically

and Vi4ua1lyecl.ose response choices Ol most popular distractors when

f,wt!re ntioe.

Because it is not.,.cossiblu to determine which features of the

C.lose and the Both Acoustically and Visually Close response

-hoices led'students to choose these responses, conclusions cannot.be

drawn o8 to the relative strengths of the visual versus the acoustic

features within these foils. It is reasonable to say, howeve.r, that
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children who failed to corrpc-fly decide target correspondences appeared

to have been strategic, rather-than random, in their selection of

response choices.

Three additional analyses of the raw score data of. the Vowels

-

Subtest were Performed. First, data were analyzed to determine whether

items ending in a vdieed or a voiceless conson'ant affecued students''.

performance on items assessing vowels in medial position. pecause

voiced consonant endings generally lengthen the duration ot the

*

T,!)receding vowel sound, such endings might enhance students' perception

A
of vowel sounds and thus skew performance. This was not"-the'cas- in'

the Vowels Subtest, however. Melp performance scores for,items (:on-
4

taining all voiced consonant endings were nearly identical to mean

Scores'for items containing all voiceless consonant endings.

A second analysis was performed to determine whether performance

would differ on it6ms where the spelling of the vciWel sound in the

name of the correct rqcture differed from thy vowel spelling in the

target synthetic word, versus those items where the spelling was

identical for the vowel sound in the picture and in the tzirget scletic

word. Metin percent correct on items representing these two cases

differed. Iters with identical 'spellings had a mean percent correct

of 81.1, wheraas items with different vowel spellings had a mean

percent correct of.71.3. Because vowel correspondences with relatively

smaller frequencies were somewhat over-represented by items that

were spelLed differently, howevL:r, this mean percent correct discrepancy

was not conpidered important.

4.

is
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Tht, third rInalysis of the Vowels ;;ubtest data involved scores

collected lrom a subset ot the total :zample. Forty-two of the 190

children (22%) in the total sample' were randomly selected for indivi-

dual productive testing on two oral reading tasks. The purpose was

to obtain information on the concurrent validity of the written

Vowels Subtest. The question of interest was whether the group

administered written test was, in fact, sensitive to Cpe- kinds of

t)honic errors on vowels that students are likely to make in a typical

readinZj situation.

Chi'ldrcln participating in the oral tasks were firs: asked to read

aloud a list of the 60 synthetic words used on the written Vowels

.,%Ibte',t and their productive vrrors on target correspondences were

noted by examiners. The children were next instructed to read aloud

347-word poem wliJ.ch included several words for eacnrbf the 20 spelling-

(

to-sound correspondences assessed in the written test. Again, errors

1 'on target correspondences were recordid.
,t

Results'of the error analysis on the orl testing data are pre-
,

iente:: in Table 15. Examination of the Summary data in Table 15

Indicate:; that students made nearly three times as many errors on 'the.

written tt, as on the poem and nhirly three times as many err:lrs on

the synthetic word list as on takpoem. It should be noted that the
41

foem contained only words'which would be well known to students inthe,

qr.1:0 levels tested. The combinati'on of recognition'of the povm's

worris as r;ight words and the benefitii 4 reading words in context

.probabIy aesCounts for the higher performance on the oral reading of
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Table 15

Summary Di.a on Oral Reading Tasks and

Vowels Subtest Across Grades

(N = 42)

63

Oral reading tasks

Poem Synthetic wora list

Vowels
Stibtest

-;
u4N r of students 42' 42 42

Number of students
making phonics
errors .27 39 41

Total number of:-
. errors made 137 398 465

A

% of Agre'ement
14

-.with Vowels
Subtesta 41.6 52.

tpercentacje ot agreement was calculated by determining the

ratio of a-4tudent's errors common to the Synthetic Word List and

Written Tefst over the Total Number of that student's errors made on

the Synthetic Word List alone. For example,

I.

4, Number of errors common to Syn-
.\ thetic Word 14.vb and Written Test

% Agreement for Synthetic Word List
Total Number of Synthetic Ward.

4
Y List Errors ..

.4
t

/I ) .

Infividual percentage of agreement scores were then summed across sub-

1t -cts. The same procedure was used to calculate the percentage of
..

agreement for the Poem 4rid the W;itten Test errors.
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the poem. The percentage of agr6'ement between the poem and the written

te:lt, and between the synthetic wad list. and the writtqn test, how-

ever, are not dis'crepant. Even though students were iesq likely to

make errors on target vowel correspondences while reading the poem,

*

the errors they did make we5e also made ore'tk,written test an

average of 416 of the time. The percentage of agreement for errors

made on the synthetic word list and on the written tiae'swas'Ionllee-stightly

higher,eith errors on vowel corres-ondences agreeing,on theaverage

of 52.3% of the time. The percentage of agreement was calvulated by
°P

using the ratio presented in Table 15. Althougp there may be altzpate

.ways.to calculate agreement, the ratio used was based 'on the considera-
.

tion that the risk would be greater from an edUcattonal viewpoint if
r;

the written t9st were not sensitive to possible confusioAs on phonics

r generalizations (i.e.1 if it pointed.out relaO_Vely few ar6as Qf

possible problems). The risk would be less if the test were reltively

oversensitive to possible confusion areas (i.e., if it identified more

areas of possible_problems) which the classroom teacher could later

rule out as not troublesome through informal checks.

Discussion

The most interesting results of the Vowels Subtest relate to the

&iysis of error patterns made when students had not mastered a

correspondence. Even when making errors, clfildren appeared to have

t,een str,ttegle in select:Irv; tntir respnrise choice.

Several issue's that were of concern during item construction were

analyzed. Items ending in voiced versus voiceless consonants were
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-evaluated to determine whether such consonaLt Manipulation would

atfect vuwel perception, makinq cortain items (namely, those ending

in voiced consondnts) easier perceive than others. In 'fact, no

65

such effect was obtained. We decided, however, to maintain the con-

sistency within items of having the target synthetic word and the

four picture names end in either all voiceless or all voiced consonants.

The spelling of the target vowel correspondences in 41e s5rnthetic

words versus the spelling for the vowel sound in the correct response

picture name was also examined. performance was the same for items

with identical spellings and items with discrepant Spellings.

Although much care was taken to ensure the distinctiveness of

each response foil, overlapping features were sometimes unavoidable.

This is due to the large number of sounds generated by -kelatively.few

vowel letters and the similarities of many of the vowel sounds. While

it is clear that the children chose these overlapping foils in fairly

high percentages, the strategies- they used in their selections cannot

be explained with certainty. It can.be speculated that the relatively

high numbers of students selecting the Visually Close and the Both

Acoustically and Visually'Close response choices represent a group that

when they mispropOtince a'yowel, do sp by saying the vowel's most

frequent sound counterpart, In addition, some pupils may mentally

"spell" the picture names of the response foils, and then "match" the

vowel spelling orthe picture name to that found in the target synthetic

word. While neither explanatidn is clearly dictated by data, it is

certain that students who failed to master the 20 vowel spelling-to-
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. sound correspondences used some kind of strategic approach in responding

to items.

Results of the error analysis involving the oral test.ing indicated

that students madefore than three times as many errors on the written

test as on the poem and nearly tnree times as many errors on the syn-

thetic word list as on the poem. The easy vocabulary of the poem, as

well as the advantage of being able to read the words in context,

probably account for this discrePancy. Of more interest was the rela-

tively even percentage of agreement betweon the kinds of phonics errors

made on tn poem and the written test and on the synthetic word list

and the written test (41.6 and 52.8%, respectively).

The percentage of acIreement was calculated by dividing the errors'

in common on the oral and written tasks by the total number of errors
t

made on the oral task. Although there are alternate ways to calculate

agreement, this ratiO was used because it waild be the most sensitive

to possible confusions in phonic generalizatiOns. The Phonics Test

wil be of greater diagnostic value if it identifies all possible

phonics problems (which, if necessaky, could be confirmed through an

informal check) than if the test is not sensitive to possible errors

and is therefore not thorough in pointing out all of a student's phonic

weaknesses.

SUMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS,

Results of item analyses from'the administration of the spring

1q79 Phonics Test suggested some interesting spec Uons about the
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nature oy phoniCs processing. Overall, per:" mance on both the Conso-

nants and.Vowels Subtests was high. The results of the Consonants

Th
study indicated that by third grade children have mastered most of

the frequently occurring letter-sound correspondences in our language.

Ex6eptions included items assessing two of the digi'aphs_(Z and a2).

Children who made errors on these tended to select distractors con-

taining either 2 (for the ph digraph) or n.(for the ng digraph)--

that is, the first of the two letters comprising each digraph. Per-

formance also dropped on the three single-letter consonants which

have other common sound correspondences (c, s, and 5). Predictably,

when children made errors on items assessing these letters with variant

correspondences, they selected responses containing the other common

sound for each letter (i.e., 5.as /j 4stead o as /g/, c as /s/

instead of as /k/, and s as /z/ instead of as /s/).

In general, performance was highest on consonant.clusters (mean

!f.r:vntagt. :;(q.(,nd highest on single-letter consonants (mean

pt2rcentagu = 90.75), and lowest on consonant digraphs (mean Percentage

7.4). Petweun-gracie differences were not significant, with third,

fourth, and fifth grade pupils averaging 91.3, 9:2.3, anti 93.3% correct,

respectively. For all grades, performance was higher on consonants
*

assessed in initial position than on those assessed in final position.

Agreement on the kinds of phonics errors made orally and on the written

test was 27.8% for the poem and 26.9% for thessynthetic word list.

In the VowelT SubtPst mean performance, while not as high as in

7/4
the consonants S / test, still exceeded 75% for all three grades.



There.were no significant differences between grades, although signi-

ficant sex differences were obtainedwith girls outperforming boys

across the three grade levels.

A series of t-test 'comparisons revealed that there were. signi-

ficant differences fn performance among the three categories of vowel

-itoms--short vowels, long vowels, and vowel clusters. Performance

was highest on vowel clusters (mean score 79.5%) and lowest on short

vowels (mean score 73.6%).

An analysis,of the kinds of errors made on the Vowels Subtest

revealed that, in general, children who made errors Were str4egic and
0

selected response chc.:es that were either acoustically or.visually

close to the target letter(s) or sound, or which represented another

common sound correspondence for the target letter.

Finally, analyses designed tb reveal possible sources of error

relating to the construction of the Vowels Subtest were performed.

Th..se analyses invblved comparing (1) items ending in voiced onsonants

vorsus itemL; ending in voiceless consonants, (2) items where the spelling

of a target sound matched the spelling of the name of the correct

respom:e picture with items in which the spelling of the target sound

in the synthetic word differed from the spelling of the sound in thern

correct picture name, and (3) a subsample of children's performance

. on two 2ral reading tasks with performance on the written Vowels

Sui,test.

The above an,..lyses yielded three major conclusions. First, the

children did not perform tiifferentially on vowel items that ended in
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all voiced consonants versus items.that ended in all voiceless conso-

nants. Seccind, speWing differences of vowel sounds did affect per-
.

formance. Many rplatively unfamiliar correspondeuces were over-

resented among thd "spelled differently" items, however, thus

clouding interpretation Of this finding. Finally, far fewer phonics

errors were made op the oral task with the poem than on either the,

oral task witS thle synthetic word list or the written test. Neverthe-
.

c
less,sthe percentage of agreeMent between each oral task and the

written test was extremely close--41.6:% for the poem and the written

test, and 52.8% for the synthetic word list and the written test.

.As i result of these analyses, severAl changes are being considered

for the winter 1979-80.Phon1cs Test. One issue of primary. interest

'is the relative contribution of children's auditorty and visual strategies

'in selecting response choices. Because the Acoustically Close and the

Visually Close response choices overlapped in a large number of items,

A clear-cut analysis of error patterns across the entire test was

difficult.

In an attempt to eliminate some of the overlapping between response

categories, the rules.for creating response choices will be revised.

As in the spring 1979 version of the test, all items will have four

response choices, including a Correct response choice and a Neither

response choice. The remaining two response choices will be from the

*following three categories: Acoustically Close diased on .the Miller

and Nicely confusion matrices for consonants, and the Peterson and

Barney confusion matrix for vowels), Visually Close (based on the

Bouma confusion matrix for lower-case letters), and the Other Common

-
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011c0 of the Target Correspondence (for example, long a if the target

correspondence is short a, and c as /s/ if the target correspondence

is c as /k/). For some items, however, an overlapping between

response choice categories will,be unavoidable, as, for example, in

thc. CA:;e of m. There is no Other Common Sound Correspondence for m

and, the!efore, the response choice:: will be from the two. categories

Acoutically Cldse and.Visually Close. The sound that is closest

acoustically to the target sound /m/ is /n/. Similarly, -the letter -

L ; the letter that is visually closest to the target letter m.

Carget ..orre:ipondence in the picture names in both response

choices will inevitably overlap.

To more cleagly delineate the relative contributiens of students'

auditory and visual strategies, consideration is being Oxen to

examining only those 'items in whica none of the response choices over-

iai wnen analyzing the data t.3r cr.n.r paterns. Response ::oi)f, for

this analysis will be from the categories of Acoustically'Clo e,

wVisually Close, Other Common Sound of the Targe't Corresponden e and

L,r.

A second issue involves assessing younger children'g performax.;'ce

on the Phonics Test. because overall perfOrmanpe on both the Vowels

and Con::onants Subt(t.7 was extreawly high, anfli because v.Ae are inter-

gaining a better understanding of the developmental nature
.

,f 1,honic:; skills acquisition, students in the primary grade:I will

Nirticipate in the next administration of the tests. The spring 1979

PtIonics Tet.t wa'; administered to pupils in third, fourth, and fiftn
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grades; the revised Phonics Test will be aaministered to second and

third graole children in winter 1979-80.

Another issue raised during test administratioh concerned the

effect that misnamed pictures might have had on children's performance.

While the child?:en participated in the Ficeure Naming Exercise

.immediatoly prior to the actual administration of the tes1:, there was

still uncertainty as.to whether children recalled or used the intended

labels for the pictures. Moreover, the Picture Naming Exercise, with

.its separate set of directions, required an additional phase of test

administration. Therefore, in the next administration of the tesc

the eXaminer will read aloud the names pf the picture response choices
0

to students. This alteration in procedure will eliminate the need

for the Picture Naming_Exercise and will control for consistency in

labeling pictures. An additional benefit is 'that students will be
.;

paced throughout the. test. Because students must still read (decide)

the target synthetic word themselves, the decoding nature of the task

will be preserved.

The most significant issue concerning changes in the next version

of the Phonics Test.involves the assessment of more letter-sound

eorrespondences. To make the test more global, without adding

substantial time to the test, the nymber of items used to assess each

correspondence will be decreneed flop three or four to two. For

example, on the spring 1979 Phonics Test, 15 single-Letter consonaet

eorrespondences were randomly selected for assessment from a category
.

total cif 23. On the new version of the Phonics Test, in which there
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will N, only two items per correspondence, all 23 single-letter con-

0 sonants can be assessed with only 46 items--five items fewer than on

tho earlier version. Table 16 presents a breakdown of the number of

as4essed in the'sprin, 1979 Phonics Test for each consona nd

vowel c.ateqory, and of the ,)rojected number of items being con, dered

fer incluz;ior in the winter 1979-80 Phonics Test. As Table 16

v. indicates, the new version will assess 73% more correspondences in

11A more, items.

In winter 1979-80, thy revised version of the Phonics Test will

ho 1,11t-tested on several classer4 of orimary.school children.

(
A;.,ropriate revisions will be made following analysis of the data.

the Phonics Test is one of three major comitonents of a Word

Lientification Test battery. The total battery will be administered

in Airil 1'380 to several hundred elementary schaiol children. The

;1.11.)test of the Metropolitan -,chiovement Tests (Durcw.t et al..,

117'0, A qt,Elndardized mea3ure of comprehension, will also bp adminis-

tered in order to obtain correlationary information. All-ways

rorrelations will be run between each tht: comil3onent:-

StructurL, ,nd Context) of thetotal Word Identification Test battery

mnd the, comprehension'sections ok the Metropolitan Achievement Tests.

We believe that the information gained through the administration

of the test battery will provide insights about the relationships of

the various components of word identification to comprehension.

Ultimately, this knowledge will have practical application for instruc-

tion in the classroom.
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Table 1(.1

Comparison Between the Spring 1979 Phonics Test and

the Proposed Revised Phonics rlst for N

Of Correspondences Assessed and Numbe

of Items per Category

er

73

Spring, 1979 Phonics Test 11E2E22,24_12arlped Phonics Test

No. of corre-
spondences
assessed

No of items
(3 or 4 per
cozrespondence)

No. of corre-
spondences
assessed

No. of items
(2 per

correspondence)

Consonants Subtest

Single-letter
consonants 51 23 46.

Consonant
clusters 15 21 42

Consonant
aigrAph:; 15 10

Total 2( ) 81 49 98

Vowels Subte.it

Long voweJs 15 10

Short vowels 5 15 5 10

Other sinule-
letter vowels 4 8

V.7)wel clusters 10 30 15 30
.-

Total 20 60 29 58

Total Phonics Test ..45 141 78 156
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Appendix A .

tos

A page from the Picture Naming booklet

for the Consonants Subtest
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Appendix Ili

Tht sublect' copy of the first page of the word list from

the oral reading task for the Consonants Subtest

The student's copy of the poem from the oral reading task

for the Consonants Subtest

ft
J.

1.
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Below is a list of "made-up" words. Please re'ad each word aloud.

1. cade 15. thelp

vode 16. wi ft.

3. dem I 7. joast

4. troon

5. weip

6. speat

chort

8. gade

18. wame

lg. tasp

chone

1 brate

22. cluff

. spa fe 2 . CU27,

:.o. j ild

.clote

12 . jKiSp

1 3. brask

14. cobe

1i.. cete

L. traff

br oop

27 goap

78. baff
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"If You Weren't Lou"

Have you ever thought of things

From di terent point of view?

Of how life would be

If you.weren't jou?

Would you like to play a game with me?

Just for fun?

Lot's pretend we're something different.

Here's how the game is done.

If ye)u were a star shining in space

You'd never have to comb your hair

Or wash your hands and face.

If you were a king, very long ago

You could never ever chew gum

Or watch a TV show.

If /ou wc,:re a tree in a field of flowers,

You'd have no use for r-locksor +es

Or bathtub toys or towers.

83
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If you were a bride 44.th a train of silk,

You might pose fon a photograph

While drinking chocolate milk.

If you were a spider

Living in a rug,

You might bv.ild a giant web

To trap the biggest btlg.

If you were a clown with a bright red nose,

You might jump through a-drum

Or spread jam with your tods-

If you were a book on birds and fishes,

One page might tell why both of these

Thin;-: worms make tastY dishes.

1 "I

But 1 am 1', and you are you,

And so my friend

Our game is through.

-Po

9 pJ
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Appendix C

'A page froM the Picture Naming booklet

for the Vowels Subtest
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Picture Naming
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Appendix I) L

%

The t-;ubl,ct' copy of the first page of the wordlist from

the oral reading task for the Vowels Subtest

,
:

The student's copS? of th poem from the oral reading task

for'the(V

-1

\

owels Subtest
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Below Is a list of "made-up" words. Please .r'ead .ea.etk word aloud. k

,, . ... i.
1. bap .5

4.

pFown

stuke

5.. roove
°

6. ' drave

floud

4

A

1 frain

16. treen

17. arn

. .$

yade

bkute

20.. trowse

21. veem

naud 22. maith

9: neek
-

10: prube

11. teap

23. sp6.sii

..4.0 vede .

, 25. bloff

12. vad. 26. zope

.db.ss

J'1"

14. fide -
4

7. taun

28. zoon

r

C.

"NMI
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f

7
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S.

Gabe ana I are the best.of friends. S.

Throughboom_and bust we_i 11 be ixLends. ta -the
=

But there was. one day when we almost parted,

4 I'll tell you the story. Here's how it all started.,

We -were oif on a journey to. find the mouth

Of the Blue Moon River (it's wax down south).

On a nice June day.we were pa'&ki.pg our.jeepl

We'd had breakfast early .and had finished our 'sleep,

When suddenly I paw what I thoughtwas a crow

Stealing Gabeis old red hat from our campsite below.

That brainy old bird took the hae in its beak

And flew over some trees with it---tht old,,sneak!
et,

4. I
.40

Since Gabe had just whe to the lake for.swe wateer,

I ran through the trees on the trail of thc robber,'

I'd find where he'd gone and,be.back in .a minutg,

And give Gabe his hat before he had missed it.

;

I

89

(At least those were the thoughtsthat I thought at the scene:

How mistaken I was gives my story,its theme.)
:

..

sk.,

ST.

s.

A fl
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l'he old crow had.flown with the hat to,his nest,

And I thought Z could -re-a-1TM shred4ing'' tts-crestl.-
.

I'd sat down on 4 rook to come up witil.a plan'

When I heard Gabeshouting,,so back I ran.

44,

.

a

Gabe was, red in the face and mad as a.hen.

He demande4 to know where the heck I had 'been.

Seems, he'd finished the chores, all

And he yelled that whenyork called

the cleanup and packing,

I aiways'walacking.

Well I tried to explain' 'bout his hat and,the cnyw,

But his face, it got taut and hii Niger 4id grow. . .

.

Since his red,hat Was sitting on top of hls head,

He just naturally thdught I yas lyin9 inatead..

o

Now I still don't know what it was that crow took,

taght me to 0.1.7e things a secOnfl.hard lookt

If I thirls I've seen pne thing, I'll.fook twice again,

.N'Cause a red hat that isn't can lose you a friend.

9 0,1

.


